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 . The following program is an example of how to collect data from a standard single-channel FJCE using the interactive FJCE
API... APPENDIX C: ROUTE ANALYZER DIAGRAM ANALYSIS " 'C:\Program Files\Cytek\ROUTE' is an integrated

routing tool for the ROUTE product suite... Use FJCE to perform the actual analysis... 12 Figure 3. ROUTE Anal. DIAG. This
version of the route analyzer is based on the program example... " '. C:\Program Files\Cytek\ROUTE\ROUTE-

ANALYSER.EXE The FJCE/.NET Framework is a runtime environment (environment) that provides access to the.NET
Framework runtime environment, that is,.NET Framework libraries and applications written in the common language.NET

Framework. The runtime environment enables you to create.NET Framework applications that work on any.NET Framework-
compliant computer without requiring the.NET Framework to be installed on that computer. It is included as part of the.NET

Framework development tools and is available from Microsoft.NET. The FJCE/.NET Framework is an open source
environment that enables you to access the.NET Framework libraries and applications that have been written using the common

language, Visual Basic.NET, and the other tools in the.NET Framework SDK. It includes the code analysis tools needed to
analyze the code that has been developed with the.NET Framework, but is independent of the.NET Framework SDK. It includes

the code analysis tools needed to analyze the code that has been developed using Visual Basic.NET and the other tools in
the.NET Framework SDK. It does not include the.NET Framework SDK or Visual Studio development tools or tools for other
development environments such as Visual C++ or Borland Delphi. It is included as part of the.NET Framework development

tools and is available from Microsoft.NET. The FJCE/.NET Framework is a commercial product from Cytek that includes the
tools needed to analyze code written using the.NET Framework or the.NET Framework SDK. It also includes an IDE that

enables you to develop applications using the.NET Framework SDK, Visual Basic.NET, and the other tools in the.NET
Framework SDK. Cytek has incorporated many useful and unique features in the FJCE/.NET Framework. These include: • An

integrated environment that includes the code analysis tools 82157476af
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